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Abstract Findings from two studies examining the parent and child outcomes associated with different ways of conceptualizing
natural learning environment early intervention practices are presented. One sample in each study was asked to indicate the extent
to which early intervention practitioners implemented their interventions in everyday family or community activities, and one sample
in each study was asked to indicate the extent to which everyday family or community activities were used as sources of child learning
opportunities. Results from both studies showed that using everyday activities as sources of children's learning opportunities were
associated with positive benefits, whereas practitioners'implementing

their interventions in everyday activities showed little or no

positive benefits, and in several cases,had negative consequences. Results are discussed in terms of the need to carefully consider
how and in what manner natural learning environment practices are operationalized by early intervention practitioners.
Keywords: activity settings, child functioning,

everyday learning, natural environments, parent functioning

INTRODUCTION
Children's livesthroughout the world are made up of everyday
activities that provide the contexts for learning culturally meaningful behavior (e.g., Briggs, 1998; Clark, 1998; Gauvain, 1999;
Lamb, Leyendecker,Scholmerich,& Fracasso,1998; Lancy,1996;
Rogoff, Mistry, Goncii, & Mosier, 1993;Tudge et a1.,2000).These
activities include, but are not limited to, meal times, bath times,
caring for pets, dressing and undressing,parent/child strolis or
walks, playing in a puddle of water, planting flowers, harvesting
vegetables,shopping for food, bedtime stories, play groups and
child "get togethers,"climbing on playground equipment, listening to storytellers,etc. Dunst, Hamby, Tiivette, Raab,and Bruder
(2000) found in national surveysof parents in the United States
that family and community life is made up of some 22 different
categoriesof life eventsproviding young children everyday learning opportunities.
The proposition that participation in everyday activities is
important for children's learning is a central feature of development-in-context perspectivesof human growth and development
(Alvarez, 1994; Bronfenbrenner, 1999; Dent-Read & ZukowGoldring, I997;Wozniak & Fischer,1993).According to this perspective, the everyday activity settings (Farver, 1999) making up
the fabric of child and family life provides children experiences
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and opportunities that enhancelearning and development,which
in turn promotes increasedparticipation in other activities,that
further shapes children's developmental courses. Dunst et al.
(2001a) defined an activity setting as a "situation-specific experience,opportunity, or event that involvesa child's interaction with
people,the physicalenvironment, or both, that provides a context
for a child to learn about his or her own abilities and capabilities
as well as the propensities and proclivities of others" (p. 70).
According to Gallimore and Goldenberg (1993), "Children's
activity settingsare the architectureof their everydaylife and the
context of their development" (p. 315).
Findings from research on the learning opportunities
afforded young children in everyday activity setting indicate that
they are a combination of planned and unplanned, structured
and unstructured, and intentional and incidental life experiences
(seeDunst et al., 2000; Dunst, Hamby, Tiivette, Raab,& Bruder,
2002a,for descriptions and discussionsof thesevarious everyday
learning activities). Mead (1954) noted a half century ago that
variations in young children's ordinary life situationsaccount for
differencesin learning opportunities betweenand within cultural
groups and that contrasting kinds of learning opportunities are
what account for differences in children's skill development and
use.
The rich databaseon ordinary child learning opportunities
was used by Dunst et al. (2000; 200Ia; 2002a) to contend that
everyday activity settings may be conceptualizedas the natural
(learning) environments of young children as required by the
U.S. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (Walsh,
Rous, & Lutzer, 2000). As stated in the regulations to the Act,
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"early intervention servicesmust be provided
in natural environ_
METHOD
ments, including the home and community settings
in which
children without disabilities participate"
iEarly I"ntervention
Participants
Program,sec. 303.12 [b], 2002). The ways in which
the naturar
environment provision have been interpreted, however,
has
Parentsand other caregiverswere recruited by early
intervenmuddled rather than clarified the meaning of the
term (e.g.,
tion providers and programs using mairing lists
obtained from
Bricker, 2001; Childress, 2004; Hanft & pilkington, 2000;
Walsh
state Early Intervention program coordinaiors. Invitations
were
et al., 2000).
sent to randomly selectedprograms in all statesin
the national
An extensive review of the natural environment
literature
studies and sent to all early intervention programs
in the state
finds that natural environment proponents differ
considerabryin
studies.Interestedproviders distributed r.rrrr"/, to program
parhow this provision has been conceftualized and operationalized.
ticipants who returned the surveysto the irru"riigutors
ii post"geDunst, Tiivette, Humphries, Raab, and Roper (20blb)
proposed
paid envelopes.
a three-dimensional framework for organiiing the
natural learn-a
study I (state surveys) included g15 parents and
other priing environment literature and practices as way
of bringing
mary caregiversand Study 2 (nationalsurveys) included g0l
parclarity to the meaning and scope of the term na,turat
teaiittg
ents and other primary caregiversof IDEA early
intervention
environmenrs. The three dimensions include the
settings ii
program participants. Basedon information provided
by the par_
which interventions are implemented (contextualized
vs. nonents, the largest majority (97o/o)of the children had
identified
contextualized),the type of child learning opportunity
afforded
disabilities or developmental delaysas defined by state
eligibility
in the settings (child initiated vs. adult aireit.a),
and the agent
definitions.
of provision of the learning opportunities (practitioner
vs. parThble I showsthe background characteristicsof the
study parent). Dunst et al. (200rb) concluded from iheir
review of the
ticipants. The children, on average,were about 2years
of age at
literature that despite a rich researchbase for
using everyday
the time the respondents compieted th. ,rrruef.
The parenrs
activity as sourcesof child learning opportunities,
the deliveiy of
were, on average,about 32 yearsof age, and had
completed an
early intervention services (special instruction
and physical,
averageof about l3-r4 years of formal schooling.
The majority
occupational, and speechtherapy) in natural environments
has
of the parents were either married or living with"a partner,
and
beenincreasingly emphasizedai "best practice',to
the excrusion
about half of the survey respondentsreported that
ihey worked
of other natural learning environment interventions.
And this
outside the home either full or part time. The paren,r'd"-ohas occurred in the absenceof evidence indicating
that implegraphic characteristicswere very similar to those
involved in early
menting early intervention servicesin natural .rr'-iron*"nts
is
intervention programs throughout the United States(Hebbelea
effective.
Spiker, Mallik, Scarborough, & Simeonsson, 2003).
Approxi_
The purpose of the two studies described in this
article was
mately l4o/oof the study participants reported their
ethnicity or
to determine whether the different ways of conceptualizing
natrace was other than white or caucasian, which is
almost exactly
ural learning environment early intervention practices
had like or
the percentageof nonwhite persons in the general
population
ynlike effectson parent and child functioning. The participants
(Grieco & Cassidy,2001).
in each study completed a survey asking them to
raie either the
extent to which early intervention practiiioners implemented
ser_
vices in activity settings (Early Iniervention in
Aitivity Settings
Natur al Envir onment Me asures
(EI+AS)) or the extent to which everyday
activity settingswere
used as sources of learning opportunities (ectivity
settings as
The surveysincluded either community activity items
(state
Early Intervention (AS-+EI)). Engaging a child
in range of
study) or both family and community activity
items (national
motion exercisesduring the child's bath time is
an example of
study) that were used to construct natural learning
.rruiion*.rrt
implementing early intervention in an activity setting,
whereasa
practices measures.The survey question asking
r-espondentsto
child watering flowers or vegetableswith a'gurd.rihose
is an
indicate the extent to which early intervention
was implemented
example of using an activity setting as an everyday
learning
in activity settings was stated as follows: ..How
often do the early
opportunity.
intervention staff working with your child do
their work in the
study l involved parents of infants and toddlers participating
following settings or rocations?" The survey question
asking
in the U.S. IDEA part C early intervention p.ogru_,
in two
respondents to indicate the extent to which u.ii.,rity
settings were
northeastern states.study 2 involved parents of
infants and todused as sourcesof child learning opportunities was
stateias fordlers involved in the IDEA part c eariy intervention
programs in
lows: "How often is eachof the fouowing activities
a settingwhere
45 states.The extent to which the contrasting approache"s
to natyour child's learning takesplace?,,
ural learning environment practices were differentially
related to
The ways in which the survey questions were framed
were
selectedoutcomes w-asascertainedby relating variations
in pardictated by the purposes of the diffqent studies.
on the surveys
ents' reported use of the practicesto variations in
the outcomes
asking respondentsto indicate how often early intervention
was
constituting the focus of investigation.
implemented in activity settings, the purpose was
to obtain a
I
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TABLE1
Backgroundcharacteristics
of the studyparticipants
State survevs

AS+EI
Participant characteristics

Sample size
Child age (months)
Parent age (years)
Parent education (years)"
Married/living with partner
Working outside the home
Ethnicity (non-Caucasian)b

EI+AS

Mean

SD

N=364
25.38
31.83
13.03

8.28
6.93
2.tt

75o/o
54o/o
llo/o

National surveys

Mean

N=451
26.47
33.25
14.47
89o/o
560/o
l5o/o

AS+EI

EI+AS

SD

Mean

SD

7.62
6.40
2.22

N=482
24.36
30.81
t3.r7

8.10
6.93
2.18

80o/o
460/o
l9o/o

Mean

N=319
24.67
33.43
14.52
92o/o
44o/o
I3o/o

AS-+EI indicat€s that €veryday activit'' settings wcre used as sources of early childhood learning, and EI +AS indicates that early intensltion
in everyday activity settings,
'Number of formal years of school
completed.
blncludes A&ican Amedcan, Hispanic/l,atino, Native American, Asian,
hcific Islander, biracial, and other.

measureof the degreeto which natural environments were used
as contexts for practitioner-implemented interventions. On the
surveysasking respondentsto indicate how often children participated in activity settings,the purpose was to obtain a measure
of degree to which everyday activities served as contexts for natural learning opportunities.
The community or family activity settings items on the different surveysused as natural environment indicators were identical or very similar so as to have comparable measureswithin
and betweenstudies.The community activity items included grocery shopping, library or bookstore story hours, playground or
recreational activities, neighborhood walks, eating out, running
family errands, etc. The family activity items included meal times,
childrent bath times, dressing and undressing, playing outside
around the house, family gatherings or "get togethers," etc.
Principal components factor analyseswere performed to produce
standardizednatural learning environment scoresfor eachsurvey
sample.All analysesproduced single-factorsolutions with coefficient alphasranging from 0.70 to 0.71 for the family activity items
and 0.67 to 0.79 for the communitv activitv items.

OutcomeMeasures
The different surveys included five common outcome measures:perceivedparent control appraisals,parenting competence,
positive parent well-being, negative parent well-being, and parents' judgments of child progress.Principal components factor
analysesof the items on eachmeasurewere performed to produce
standardizedoutcome measuresfor eachsurvey sample (with the
one exception noted below). Each factor analysis produced a
single-factor solution.

SD

7"90
6.60

2.s2

was impl€mented

Perceivedcontrol appraisals Perceived control (Skinner, 1995)
was measuredin terms of the degreeto which survey respondents
indicated they had control over the supports, resources,and services provided by the early intervention practitioners working
with their children and families. On the state surveys,parents
rated perceivedcontrol on a 10-point scaleranging from no control at all (l) to control all the time (10).The parents'ratingswere
standardized so as to have a mean of zero (0) and a standard
deviation of one (l). On the national surveys,parents completed
a five-item perceived control scale (oq= O.Az-O.Sg) asking
respondentsto indicate on a five-point scalethe extent to which
they had control over who, where, how, and when learning
opportunities were provided to their children by early intervention practitioners.
Parentingcompetence Parenting competence was measured in
terms of respondents'judgments regardingtheir senseof efficacy
(Teti & Gelfand, 1991) and effort (Bandura, 1997)in carrying out
child-rearing responsibilities. The state surveys included four
items (cr,= 0.70-0.89) asking respondentsto indicate on a fivepoint scalethe extent to which they learned new ways of providing their children learning opportunities and developeda better
senseof parenting capabilities.The national surveysincluded six
items (a,=0.77-0.81) asking respondentsto indicate on a fivepoint scalethe extent to which they learned new things as a result
of early intervention, improved in their ability to provide their
children learning opportunities, and required little or considerable effort to engage their children in everyday learning
opportunities.
Positivewell-being Positivewell-being (Bradburn, 1969;Diener
& Emmons, 1985) was measuredby asking respondentsto indi5
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cate on a five-point scale how often they experienceddifferent
positive psychologicalfeelings (excited, pleased,happy, content,
enjoyment). The state surveysincluded three positive well-being
items (a,=0.72-0.74) and the national surveys included four
positive well-being items (cr,= 0.70-0.75).
Negativewell-being Negative well-being (Bradburn, 1969;
Diener & Emmons, 1985) was measuredby asking respondents
to indicate on a five-point scalehow often they experiencednegative psychologicalfeelings(lonely, stressed,upset or angry,bothered by "little things"). The state surveysincluded three negative
well-being items (cr,= 0.64-{.66) and the national surveys
included four negativewell-being items (a, = 0.58-0.63).
Child progress Parents' judgments about their children's
progress(Dunst et al., 2001a) were assessed
by asking respondents to indicate on a five-point scale whether their children
made less than, more than, or about the amount of progress
expected in different behavioral domains at the time the scales
were completed. Parents'judgments were made in terms of child
ambulation (getting around on his/her own), communication
(getting people to understand wants), social adaptivecapabilities
(feeding and dressing), and socialization (getting along with
other children). The state surveys included eight indicators
(cr,= 0.80-0.91) and the national surveysincluded five indicators
(cr,= 0.76-0.87).

Method of Analysis
The extent to which variations in the types of natural learning
environment practices reported by the survey respondents
(AS-+EI vs. EI-+AS) were associatedwith variations in the parent
and child outcomes was determined using least squareslinear
regression analysis (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). All
analyseswere performed using either the principal components
factor analysis results or standardized scores described above
where each independent and dependent variable had a mean of
zero (0) and a standard deviation equal to one (l). This had the
effect of centering the data so as to prevent errors in statistical
inference (Cohen et al., 2003; Jaccard,Turrisi, & Wan, 1990;
Kraemer & Blasey,2004).
Three analyseswere performed on each set of data. First, we
assessed
whether the standardizedregressioncoefficients(slopes
of the regressionlines) for the contrasting approachesto natural
learning environment practices in each study differed significantly from one another.Theseanalysesprovide a test of whether
the relationship between the independent and dependent variablesis the sameor different for the two types of natural learning
environment practices.This is a test of the null hypothesis that
0t- 0t = 0'
Second, we assessedwhether type of natural environment
practices(EI-+AS vs.AS+EI) interactedwith the degreeto which
study participants reported experiencing the practicesto deter6

mine whether a conditional relationship existed between the
independent and the dependent measures.Testsfor interactions
were performed following proceduresdescribed by Cohen et al.
(2003) for determining whether type and amounr of practice had
equivalent influences on the outcome measures.The presenceof
an interaction provides a test of a conditional relationship
between the type of practice and its consequences.
Third, we ascertainedthe relationship between the degreeof
natural learning environment practicesexperiencedby the children and variations in the different outcomes by computing the
standardized regressioncoefficients (Betas) for each study sample. The Betas,or slopesof the regressionlines, were testedusing
f-tests to determine whether there was a statistically significant
relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
This is a test of the null hypothesisthat the regressioncoefficient
is zero.

RESULTS
Study 1
The extent to which variations in the community activitysetting scoreswere relatedto differencesin parent and child outcomes was the focus of the state-surveydata analyses.Results
from these analysesare presentedin Thble 2. Both the betweenslope comparisons and group x degree of natural environment
interaction results showed that the two types of intervention
practiceswere differentially related to all five outcome measures.
In the study sample where activity settings were rated as
sources of everyday learning opportunities (AS+EI), the more
everyday learning opportunities were afforded the children, the
more positive the consequencesin terms of perceived control
appraisals,parenting competence,positive parent well-being, and
parents' judgments regarding child progress. In contrast, the
more early intervention was rated as implemented in everyday
activity settings (EI-+AS), the more it attenuated positive wellbeing and the more it heightened negativewell-being.

Study 2
Thble 3 shows the results of the analyses for the nationalsurvey data. Findings are shown separately for the family and
community activity-settingmeasuresof natural learning environment practices.
Family activity settings Findings showedthat the between-slope
comparisons differed in four of the five analysesand that the
group x degreeof intervention practicesinteractions were significant in all five analyses.In four cases,the strength of the relationship between the activity-setting practicesmeasuresand the
outcomes (Betas)was stronger for the AS-+EI compared with the
EI--+ASinterventions (perceivedcontrol, parenting competence,
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TABLE2
Regression
resultsfor the analyses
of the stateearlyinterventionsurveydata
Type of intervention

Outcome measure

Perceivedcontrol appraisals
Parenting competence
Positive parent well-being
Negative parent well-being
Child progress

Between-slope
comparison
F-test

7.35***
19.58****
4.59**
3.84*
8.21***

Group x degree of
intervention interaction
F-test

14.68****
39.17****
9.97**
7.60**
16.37****

AS+EI
Beta

EI.+AS
t-test

Beta

t-test

0.39
0.46
0 . ll

7.76****
9.76****
2.09*
0.86

1.60
0.05
2.16*
2.96**

0.31

6.12**lr*

0.08
0.00
-0.11
0 .l 5
0.06

-0.0s

r.26

AS-+EI indicates that everyday activity settings were used as the sourcesof early childhood learning, and EI --rAS indicatesthat early intervention was
implemented in everydayactivity settings.
* P < 0 . 0 5 ;* * P < 0 . 0 1 ;* * ' r P< 0 . 0 0 1 *; * * * P < 0 . 0 0 0 1 .

TABLE3
Regression
resultsfor the analyses
of the nationalearlyinterventionsurveydata
Type of intervention

Outcome measure

Family activity settings
Perceivedcontrol appraisals
Parenting competence
Positiveparent well-being
Negativeparent well-being
Child progress
Community activity settings
Perceivedcontrol appraisals
Parenting competence
Positive parent well-being
Negative parent well-being
Child progress

Between-slope
comparison
F-test

Group x degree of
intervention interaction
F-test

AS-'EI
Beta

EI+AS
Beta

2.33
4.29**
15.35****
13.91****
17.95****

4.59*
8.58* *
30.41* * * *
26.6r****
34.17****

0.25
0.32
0.32
-0.r7
0.44

5.69***)i
7.3I****
7.39****
3.80***
**
10.65*>f

0.1I
0.11
-0.07
0.20
0.04

3.55***
0.75

0.45
6.44**
30.93****
17.19****
9.72****

0.72
12.96* * * *
61.34****
33.37****

0.16
0.24
0.3s
-0.18
0.32

3.58***
5.25****

0 . 1I
-0.01
-0.19
0.23
0.02

1.95*
0.24
3.40***
4. 14****
0.42

17.85+**'i

9.21**>t*

4.03****
7.36****

1.85
1.96

r.28

AS-+EI indicates that everyday activity settings were used as the sourcesof early childhood learning, and EI -+AS indicatesthat early intervention was
implemented in everydayactivity settings.
* P < 0 . 0 5 ;* * P < 0 . 0 1 ;+ ' t * P <0 . 0 0 1 *; * * * P < 0 . 0 0 0 1 .

positivewell-being, and child progress).Additionally, the analyses
showed that AS-+EI lessenedreported negative well-being and
that EI+AS heightened reported negativewell-being.
Community activity settings Both the between-slope comparisons and group x degree of intervention practices interactions
were statisticallysignificant for all the outcome measuresexcept
perceivedcontrol appraisals.In the analysesascertainingthe relationship betweenthe activity-setting practicesmeasuresand both

parenting competenceand child progress,AS->EI showed a positive relationship with both outcomes, whereas EI-+AS had no
discernible relationship with either outcome. The analysesof the
well-being data showed that the more frequently activity settings
were used as sourcesof everydaycommunity learning opportunities, the more positive and the lessnegativewere the well-being
scores.In contrast,the more frequently early intervention services
were implemented in everydaycommunity activity settings,the
lesspositive and the more negativewere the well-being scores.
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DISCUSSION
Results from both studies demonstrated that the ways in
which natural learning environment practicesare conceptualized
matter a great deal in terms of their influences on parents'j,rdgments about their own capabilitiesand behavior as well as their
children's behavioral and developmental competence. Thken
together,the complete setsof analysesindicated that when activity settingswere used as sourcesof everydaylearning opportunities, the more positive consequenceswere reported in different
domains of functioning. In contrast,when early intervention services were implemented in activity settings,the higher the probability that they had negative effects (well-being) or no effects on
parents' judgments about their own (parenting competence) or
their children's (child progress)behavior.
The results demonstrating a positive relationship between
AS-+EI and the outcomes constituting the focus of study add to
a burgeoning body of evidenceindicating that this way of operationalizing natural learning environment practiceshas desirable
benefitsfor both children and their parents(Dunst,2001a;2001b;
Dunst et al., 2001a; Dunst, Tiivette, & Cutspec,2002b; Tiivette,
Dunst, & Hamby, 2004). The findings showing that EI-+AS had
negativeconsequencesin certain areasof functioning are consistent with findings from other studies indicating that in certain
instances,early intervention can have unintended negative consequences(Dunst, Brookfield, & Epstein, 1998;Janes& Kermani,
2001).
The reasonswhy AS-+EI has positive effects and EI+AS had
negative effects are best understood by considering the fact that
everydayactivity settings making up the fabric of child and famiiy
life are strongly influenced by sociocultural factors (Goncti,
Tuermer, |ain, & Iohnson, 1999; Martini, 2002; Rogofi Mistry,
Goncti, & Mosier, 1991;Sprunger,Boyce,& Gaines, 1985;Tudge
et al., 1999).The cross-culturalliteraturehighlightsthe fact that the
nature of participation in everydayactivity is influenced and guided
by personal, family, and cultural values and beliefs, rituals and
routines, and customs and mores that shape expectations about
how everydayactivity settings are "played out" as part of daily life.
The seminal work of Gallimore and colleagues(Gallimore,
Coots,Weisner,Garnier, & Guthr ie, I99 6; Gallimore, Goldenberg,
& Weisner, 1993; Gallimore, Weisner, Bernheimer, Guthrie, &
Nihira, 1993;Gallimore, Weisner,Kaufrnan,& Bernheimer, 1989)
best illustratesthis context/behaviorrelationship.Theseresearchers found that parents of children with disabilities expend considerable effort ensuring that the nature of their children's
participation in activity settingsoccurs in ways mirroring expectations. Consequently,it can easily be seen how implementing
early intervention servicesin activity settings can be disruptive or
even meddling, resulting in negativereactions,becausethis practice is likely to run counter to parents'beliefsabout how and what
child participation should look. In contrast, encouraging the use
of everyday activity as sources of child learning opportunities
would seem to better match parents'beliefs (Savage& Gauvain,
1998),explaining the positive effectsof this practice.
8

Resultsfrom the studies presentedin this article have implications for policy and practice both in the United Statesand in
other countries. As previously noted, the IDEA natural environment provision stipulates that "early intervention servicesmust
be provided in natural environments" (Early Intervention Program, Sec.303.12[b],2002). Findings reported in this article,as
well as elsewhere(Dunst et al.,200la;2002a;2002b),indicate that
there is a need to modifr existing policy to reduce the likelihood
that this provision is interpreted literally and to encouragethe use
of natural environments (activity settings) as contexts for everyday learning opportunities having both development-instigating
and development-enhancingcharacteristics(Dunst et al., 2001a;
2002b), rather than as settingswhere servicesare implemented.
This is especiallyindicated given the fact that one goal of the
IDEA Part C early intervention program is to strengthenparents'
capacityto enhancetheir children'sdevelopment (Early Intervention Program,Sec.303.12[a] [1], 2002)and that increasingparents' use of activity settings as sources of children's learning
opportunities was related to parents' positive judgments about
their parenting competence. In contrast, implementing early
intervention in activity settings had no discernible influence on
parenting competence(Thbles2 and 3).
Program developersthroughout the world often look to the
United Statesfor guidance regarding how early intervention is
conceptualizedand practiced (e.g.,Brambring, Rauh, & Beelman,
1996; Marfo, 1991; Odom, Hanson, Blackman, & Kaul, 2003).
Caution is warranted in terms of adoption and use of natural
environments practiceswhere this is interpreted as meaning the
delivery of early intervention servicesin natural environments.
This seemsespeciallytrue in countries where everydaycultural
activity is a primary source of learning opportunities for very
young children, where participation in the activities carries with
it implicit or explicit expectationsregardingdesiredand expected
behavior (Chaiklin & Lave, 1996; Rogoff, Paradize, Arauz,
Correa-Chdvez,&Angelillo, 2003).As the resultsfrom the studies
in this article indicate, disruptions in the nature of learning in
everyday activity settings can backfire and have negative
consequences.
Advancesin our understanding of the characteristicsand consequencesof everydaynatural learning opportunities increasingly
make clear what works and what does not work. We now know
that how and in what manner natural learning environment practices are operationalized matters in terms of the benefits that
occur from different approachesto this aspectof early intervention. Policy and practice that reflect this knowledge baseare most
certainly in the best interest of the children and families involved
in early intervention programs in any and all parts of the world.
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